
Friends of Loch Tummel Sailing Club Newsletter 
A somewhat early Valentines Issue - 10 August 2020 

        

Graham and Lesley – a first kiss at the club  Mike and Fiona – met at the club 

         

   Hugh and Jane – proposed at the club                      Richard and Fiona met at a sailing club meeting 

 



Hugh and Jane (nee Rorie) Macintyre  

My parents, Ronald and Dinah Rorie, joined the club in the 1960s soon after it was 
formed. Although we were living in Dundee, we regularly sailed at Tummel - initially 
we had a clinker dinghy, “Sine Bhan”, then a Kestrel,”Caeliag Gorm” and later 
Ronald and Dinah sailed a Flying Fifteen, “Ffurorie”! 

    

Sine Bhan     Jane and Dinah leading in the Kestrel Caeliag Gorm 

             

Ronald and Dinah in Ffurorie               Dinah making lunch at the club in the 60’s 

Hugh joined the club in the mid 1960’s and initially sailed the Enterprise “Pacific 
Image” with Joey Gough for a couple of years, before sailing "Pacific Image" himself 
with Joey’s brother Thomas as crew. 



 

Membership card from 1973   

(Editor’s note – I had a chat with Fiona Barron on how low the membership costs 
were then – she said that in the early days of the club there was less expectation of 
being rescued with more time spent swimming and recovering boats on the shore if 
needed.  When there was safety cover available the crew would often take the 
opportunity to be fortified by a wee dram while they were out.  Petrol was around 33p 
a gallon and Lager 14p a pint in 1973.) 

One day in 1971, someone, I think Iain Annan, said “Hugh is looking for a crew in his 
new Enterprise”. And so we began sailing a succession of dinghies - Enterprise 
“Dangerous Dan McGrew”, Fireball “Cruachan”, then National 12s. 

        



         

One notable episode was when Hugh’s friend and regular crew, Thomas Gough, 
rigged the Fireball - and when Hugh and I went out in a fair breeze and I was flat out 
on the trapeze, something gave way and I was towed along in the water hanging on 
to the jib sheet behind the boat until I was noticed!! 

I eventually retired as crew when the latest Nat 12 was too exciting for me! Hugh 
then, needing a boat with a stabiliser!, sailed catamarans, including a Catapult single 
hander. 

Around 2003, Hugh bought the classic catamaran, the Shark "Seamew", originally 
Basil Rodger’s boat from the 1960s, and subsequently Jim Hartshorne’s. He then 
redecked and renovated it. Picture shows Hugh sailing about 2003 with Alan 
Thomson and Jim Hartshorne. 

Hugh actually proposed to me in the car park at the club! We were married in 1973 in 
St Andrews. This picture shows Hugh being carried from the reception by best man 
Joey Gough and Mike Barron with Iain Annan in the doorway!  

                                  



We lived on the south bank of the Tay in Tayport for 34 years while working, and 
when we retired, we moved to Wester Ross. 
 
We have a family of three - Andrew, Iain and Gillian. Andy and Iain are regular 
sailors at Tummel, but Gillian prefers horses!  Jane.    

   

Results 1990’s                                         Gillian in the Oppi   

           

                Gillian and Jane                        Andrew with the Cat before its restoration 

 

Some photos taken by Jane of the club on a sunny day… 

    

 


